
Mixed Media Techniques For Painting On
More Than 35 Different Surfaces
Are you tired of sticking to traditional canvases and paper for your painting
projects? Explore the world of mixed media techniques and discover a whole new
range of surfaces to express your creativity! In this article, we will delve into the
exciting realm of mixed media and discuss how you can use various materials to
create stunning artworks on more than 35 different surfaces.

1. Wood

Wood is an incredibly versatile surface for mixed media projects. Whether it's
plywood, MDF, or reclaimed wooden boards, they all offer unique textures and
opportunities for experimentation. Try sanding the wood to create a smooth
surface or leave it rough for a more rustic feel. You can use acrylic paints,
watercolors, or even wood stain to bring your artwork to life.

2. Canvas Boards

If you want a traditional painting surface with a twist, opt for canvas boards. They
are lightweight, easy to work with, and can handle various mixed media
techniques. Apply gesso before starting your artwork to ensure better paint
adhesion and durability. Combine acrylics, inks, and collage elements to add
depth and dimension to your paintings.
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3. Metal

Metal surfaces, such as aluminum panels or tin cans, add a modern and
industrial aesthetic to your mixed media artworks. Experiment with different metal
textures, and consider incorporating patina or rust effects for a weathered look.
Acrylic paints and metallic markers work exceptionally well in creating striking
contrasts and metallic accents.

4. Glass

Painting on glass surfaces opens up an entirely new world of possibilities. Create
stunning stained-glass effects with acrylic paints or glass stains. You can also use
glass as a collage element by layering it with other materials. To add a touch of
elegance, incorporate gold leaf or etchings into your glass artworks.

5. Fabric

Textile enthusiasts will love exploring mixed media techniques on fabric. Use
fabric dyes, fabric paints, or even bleach to create intricate patterns and designs.
Experiment with different types of fabric, such as cotton, silk, or denim, to achieve
various textures and effects. Consider incorporating stitching or embroidery to
add extra detail to your mixed media fabric creations.
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6. Plastic

Plastic is a versatile and readily available surface for mixed media projects. From
plastic sheets and bottles to old CDs, the possibilities are endless. Use acrylic
paints, permanent markers, or heat embossing techniques to transform humble
plastic into stunning works of art. Explore the transparency of plastic by layering
multiple sheets to create depth and visual interest.

7. Tiles

Bring your mixed media skills to the world of home decor by painting on tiles.
Ceramic or porcelain tiles offer a smooth and durable surface for your artwork.
Experiment with alcohol inks, acrylic paints, or even resin to create beautiful
coasters, trivets, or wall hangings. You can also try tile mosaic techniques by
using broken tiles or ceramic pieces.

8. Rocks

Add a touch of nature to your mixed media artworks by painting on rocks.
Pebbles or larger stones offer unique shapes and textures for your creations.
Acrylic paints, markers, or even resin can be used to transform ordinary rocks
into miniature masterpieces. Rocks can be displayed as individual art pieces or
used as components in larger mixed media projects.

9. Leather

Explore the world of mixed media on leather surfaces for a touch of elegance and
durability. Use leather paints, fabric markers, or even pyrography techniques to
create stunning designs on leather journals, wallets, or belts. Incorporate stitching
or embossing to add extra texture and detail to your leather creations.

10. Book Pages



Give new life to old books by incorporating their pages into your mixed media
projects. Whether you use entire pages or tear them into pieces, book pages add
a touch of nostalgia and vintage charm. Combine acrylic paints, collage elements,
and stamped images to create visually captivating artworks on this unique
surface.

11. Newsprint

Don't throw away yesterday's newspaper just yet. Newsprint provides an
excellent surface for mixed media projects with its thin and versatile nature.
Acrylic paints, ink sprays, and even charcoal pencils work incredibly well on
newsprint. Layer different newsprint pieces to create collage effects or use torn
strips to create texture and movement in your artworks.

These are just a few examples of the myriad of surfaces you can explore when
venturing into the world of mixed media techniques for painting. Remember, the
key is to experiment, push boundaries, and let your creativity guide you. Embrace
the freedom of mixed media and transform everyday objects into extraordinary
works of art!
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Indulge your creative curiosity and take your art off the canvas, off the board, and
into the brave new world of Alternative Art Surfaces!

Mixed-media powerhouse duo Darlene Olivia McElroy and Sandra Duran Wilson,
authors of the best-selling books Image Transfer Workshop, Surface Treatment
Workshop and Mixed Media Revolution, blaze new creative territory with more
than 100 techniques for working on more than 35 unique surfaces in this, their
jam-packed fourth book!You'll find something new and exciting on every page:

   • More than 35 alternative surfaces, including galvanized tin, mica, rawhide,
nylon, unsanded grout, slate, spray foam and more
   • More than 100 techniques for painting, sculpting, creating textures, encasing,
carving, printing, transferring and more
   • More than 125 tips for troubleshooting, preparing your surfaces, finishing and
mounting your art, and taking your work to the next level
   • More than 50 inspiring finished pieces of art showcasing the surfaces and
techniques
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